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Highlights

•Legacy of Irish animism and vegetarianism
•Entanglement of colonial oppression and animal 
oppression

•Animal oppression in the making of the Irish 
nation-state

•Veganism in the modern Irish discourse



Irish Vegetarian 
Ethic

• Animist culture
• Limited ‘hunting’ and 

‘slaughtering’
• Mostly plant-based diets
• Cow-based economy
• Both landscape and human 

bodies shaped by relationship to 
cows and sheeps



Irish Vegetarian 
Ethic

• Under British, shift to ‘meat’ and dairy 
based economy

• Ireland as an outsourced feedlot
• Reliance on a nearly vegan diet, heavy on 

potatoes, cabbage, and wild plants
• High food insecurity

• Sustaining indigenous Gaelic 
vegetarianism replaced with precarious 
colonial vegetarianism



Animals & Colonial 
Oppression

• Many nationalists recognized 
role of animal agriculture in 
Irish oppression
• Some advocated vegetarianism 

to liberate bodies and country
• Irish also animalized to justify 

colonialism and inability to 
self-rule



New Irish Nation

• Rather than uproot speciesism in new Irish state, 
animal ag embraced to achieve legitimacy and 
competitive edge in capitalist world system 

• Cow population 1.8 mil at Great Famine
• Today 6.3 mil

• €3.7 billion meat and livestock exports
• 1/3 of food and drink exports
• €3.38 billion in dairy

• EU membership subsidizes

• Ireland exceeds emissions cap



Defining the Irish

• Irish farming as superior
• Evoking farmer tradition, 

family heritage, and 
mammies

• Animal cruelty narratives 
used to otherize 
• Muslim recipients of ‘live 

export’
• Travellers



Civilizing Ireland

• Non-veganism framed as key to evolution of Irish 
bodies
• Veganism would lead to a “nutrient deficit population;” 

“massive population health issue” National Dairy Council 
on Pat Kenny Show

• And Irish society 
• Famine as evidence to the fallibility of vegetables
• Vegan claims of climate change framed as hoax



Coverage in The Irish Times
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Veganism as a Sideshow

• As a fringe movement, 
considered a curiosity

• Extremists
• Spectacles

The Irish Times 1949



Veganism as a 
Threat

• Vegan message frequently 
juxtaposed with animal ag 
authority

• Irish farmers as sensible and 
authentic Ireland

• Go Vegan World ads refused by 
Dublin Bus and Irish Rail

• “overtly emotive and 
provocative”

• NDC identifies vegan 
“influencers”



Veganism as 
Terrorism

• Veganism as foreign, terroristic 
threat to state

Dalziell & Wadiwel (2017) & Laura Wright’s 
(2015) The Vegan Studies Project

• Go Vegan World as “ISIS” or 
“Militant”

• Sensationalizing vegan protest
• “Farmer Subjected to ‘Frightening’ 

Online Abuse By Vegan 
Campaigners” – Independent.ie



Veganism as a Diet

• Vegan food is largest theme
• Animal rights and 

environmentalism rarely 
discussed

• Depoliticizing

• Often linked with travel or 
trendy restaurants
• Exotifying / non-Irish



Veganism as 
Authentic?

• Some media are curious, 
welcoming, even celebratory of 
new Irish vegan cuisine, products, 
and restaurants

• Room to reimagine veganism as 
indigenous rather than 
external/other

• Resistance to oppressive, 
unhealthy, unsustainable colonial 
foodways
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